People

Olga Aizenberg
BA in psychology and cognitive science MA in clinical neuropsychology PhD candidate in psychology
Interested in the interaction between syntax and constituent order in spoken sentences
Read More

Luba Daikhin
PhD candidate
Read More

Orr Frenkel
BA in psychology and linguistics, research Masters in Neuropsychology. Currently study for a clinical MA with in neuropsychology with an interest in central coherence in autism.
Read More

Sagi Jaffe-Dax
PhD candidate and lab manager
Read More

Eva Kelman
PhD candidate
Read More
Itay Lieder

BSc in Physics and Cognitive science. ICNC graduate student (class of 2010-2011). Scientific Interests: Auditory information processing in the brain.

Read More

Tamar Malinovitch

BA in cognitive science and Amirim (the honors program at the faculty of humanities). MA in learning disabilities. PhD candidate in cognitive science. Scientific Interests: reading and language production processes in Hebrew, auditory working memory training and generalization ability.

Read More

Lilac Mosco

B.A in Psychology and Cognitive Science, Ben-gurion University. M.A student in Neuropsychology, the Hebrew University.

Read More

Chaya Rothschild

BA in Education Scientific Interests: Language acquisition, cognition and ESL

Read More

It is now widely accepted that deciphering the enigma of the brain is the most challenging intellectual endeavor of the 21st century, "The Century of the Brain" - Join our quest and become a friend of ELSC.
Our Int'l Ph.D. program provides outstanding students with top-notch courses in computational neuroscience.

The Jerusalem Brain Sciences Building will provide a state-of-the-art research and teaching facility for the Edmond and Lily Safra Center for Brain Sciences.

Get into our media channel and investigate ELSC’s latest videos: seminars, public lectures, courses and video articles.
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